
BUILDING NEW CABINETS THE OLD-FASHIONED WAY



Founded in 1876, Coppes Napanee is the oldest 

woodworking company in America. And since 

then, we’ve added pivotal moments to the 

history of the cabinet. We added a Lazy Susan 

to the kitchen’s corner cabinet in 1942. We 

made the novel Hoosier cabinet in the mid-

20th Century. 

Located in Northern Indiana, where enduring 

quality and meticulous craftsmanship are a way 

of life, Coppes Napanee is celebrated for its 

contribution to the industry. In 2017, the Mast 

Brothers bought Coppes, continuing a tradition 

of family ownership. Now, the legacy of the 

pioneering spirit in craftsmanship lives on. 
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Every cabinet we handcraft is constructed with eight 

woodworking features unique to Coppes, including 

hardwood frames, dovetailed drawer boxes, full 

mortise and tenon joints, and more. This unwavering 

commitment to enduring quality and beauty is the reason 

so many of our customers proudly pass their Coppes 

Napanee cabinets from one generation to the next. 
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HAND-CRAFTED CABINETRY INSPIRED BY YOUR VISION



8 SOLID FEATURES
Only found in Coppes cabinets

1. 1” x 1-5/8” Hardwood Face Frame 

2. Full Mortise and Tenon Joints

3. ¾” Plywood or Hardwood Exposed Cabinet Ends

4. ½” Plywood Cabinet Tops, Bottoms, and  
Unexposed Ends

5. ¾” Hardwood Back Rail with ¼” Plywood Backs

6. ¾” Hardwood Rail for Adjustable Sliding Trays

7.  5/8” Half Blind Dovetail Joints on Drawer Boxes  
and Adjustable Sliding Trays

8. Drawer Boxes and ASTs constructed of ½”  
Plywood Bottoms and 5/8” Hardwood Sides





From full-paint cabinets to stains that naturally 

complement the woodgrain, there’s no limit to the 

colors available on our handcrafted cabinets. Select 

from any of our hundreds of options or bring a 

sample to match. Either way, we’ll make sure the 

color you get is exactly what you’re envisioning. 
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COME CHECK OUT
OUR SHOWROOM HOME  | KITCHEN  | BATH





ALL-WOOD, ADJUSTABLE, AND CUSTOMIZABLE DRAWER INSERTS





CUSTOM PULLOUTS, SHELVING, AND ACCESSORIES







HOME  | KITCHEN  | BATH

709 St Croix St
River Falls, WI 54022 
715.426.4770
artisanbuilderswi.com


